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. . « « « vocational training that CIL does, they might refer someone to

training elsewhere, CIL might it* they don't have any other programme

themselves. It was started by IBM, they really brainstormed the whole
thing, a number of years ago they had a -fellow in marketing who became
•disabled ~ ojjuadrip legia - and they gave him the choice of either-

retiring and collecting disability or they were willing to retrain him.

He wanted to be retrained, so they retrained him as a progrmmer, it was

the first time it had been done u.»ith a disabled person and it worked

out so well, they thought it was a good idea. They thought it would

suit a lot of disabled peo le all over the country, so then they started

looking around for likely locations to set up programmes, and they

found just about all the things they needed to set up a programme here
in Berkeley, those ar-B the ««»««» They found CIL here already in
existence, they found the state Dept of Rehab was real open to the

idea, the only other thing they needed wa& a business advisory
committee, so they set it up for us, all the customers round here ar-B
all IBM people anyway, so they have really got a handle. So they just
had a big wig at IBM call up the big wigs, Crocker Bank, Bank of
America, Standard Oil, and tell them what they ana trying to do, and

ask them to appoint someone from their company to become a member of

the ajd^isory committee for this project. That's how it started

•JE s Amazing, I did not realise IBM were behind it

They ana really the company that started the whole Hire the Disabled

movement, there has always been goodwill, march of dimes, but there has

never been a company standing up and saying hey this is something u.«e

c an d o , s t ant s u p p o r t in g p e o p Ie , h ire t h e m , g iv e t h e m w o r k« S o t h e

three legs, it is kind of a tripod, would be State Dept of Rehab, BAC

Committee and CIL, without any of those I don't think we would be able

to function at all, certainly without the Business Advisory Committee,

that is the thing that makes us different from other programmes.

Probably half our total budget is donated directly or indirectly by

business. One of our greatest expenses is computer time. We use

$230«030 a. year computer time and right now we ax"'B getting computer

time donated from Chrysler and Standard Oil and IBM is going to start

giving us some computer time soon. We have the BAC committee, and
Bwany yaan we assign people to the sub committees, u.«e have 7" or 8 sub

committees. -Just to give you some examples, one of them is a

curriculum committee, where business people will help us a great deal

^^ and make sure u.«e are teaching the right things, make sure we ana not
teaching something that is outdated and outmoded, make sure we bring in
new things that might foe up and coming, skills and languages. They

also help us place students, we have a placement sub committee, the guy

that heads that is a recruiter inthe city, for a recruiting company, so

he has a lot of contacts, he knows about the ski lis that are necessary

for obtaining a job, he wi11 come in and talk to the students, towards

the and of the course, about resumee writing, interview skills. We

have a work experience committee, the last six weeks of the programme,

after all the class work is done. The programme is- nine months long.

'Strict ly business am* Iicat ion computer programmi ng, very intens ive»

Equivalent to a two yaan programme at a state college or community

college, so it comes real fast and heavy, you really have to u.»ant to

programme,you really have to have a lot of determination to get through

this programme. They can figure on 8 hours a day on average,

inc luding weekends

................

We have occasionally around 50". drop out rate, usually it is around

40J2, for various reasons. If it is- a problem of disability, K^Bry
often they mjill drop out of the programme, take care of what ha.s to be

done, and come back the next class, we try to do that when u.«e can.

The ones that drop out permanently are ones that just can't hack it,
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can't hack the work, don't have the logical skills that it requires, or

they find out they don't want to programme, that is probably our

biggest problem, people just find out they don't want to do it, too

much work* People that do get through the programme, find it is a lot

easier on the job than it is in the programmes, it really is worth

sticking at

JEs When did it all start

About 75, this is our sixth yaan and the IBM fellow was injured a

couple of yaans before that. Talking about the work experience in the

last six weeksa Companies ana willing to sponsor a student, or take a

student in to their data processing shop, provide them with a

s u p e r v is o r , and let th e m d o p r o g r amm in g w o r k f o r s ix w e e k s w it h o u t p ay ,

we don't want them to receive pay, that endangers their SSI benefits

JEs What about paying for the programme

That is where Rehab comes in.r just about all the students ana clients

o f R e h ah , e it h e r t h at o r t h e y ane c 1i€*n t s o f v e t e r ans adm in is t r at io n , a

couple of those, but a. 1most a. 11 of the are Rehab. The cost of the

^—^ pno"^inasf\U'iB is over $7000 a. head, so it is not the type of thing where
people come in and put the money down on the table

•JEs With such a high success rate, I expect it encourages a lot of

peop le

Definitely. We found out how valuable we ana to the state this last

yaan.r they wanted to, not cut our budget, but hold our budget to last

year's level, and we had been held at tha.t level for two years, so it

would have been the third year that we would have been expected to work

at the same, which is impossible. So u.»e went to the state, talked to

the Director of Rehab, took our business advisory committee head and

another businessman, and u.«e talked to them, we extended ourselves, we

made a commitment that if they would increase our budget by another

$400 000, a^> an investment or a loan, i~f they would give us that money

now, «.ve would make sure that we would not come back in any yaan
subsequent to that asking for more money, and they liked that idea a

lot, they gave us the extension, they gave us the extra $30.000,now we

ana in the midst of making sure that we will have thefunds to make up
the difference for next year and the year after that, so u.*e are

involved in a lot of fund raising activities, all different ways that

i.ue can think of to bring in mora income

•JEs Does fund raising involve a lot of your time

Let me introduce you to the Director, Joni here is the Director, does

fund raising take up a lot of your time

.Joni « It is a whole new ball game, we have via^ar had to do it before.

Companies already give us computer time, now we ana going to be asking

for more, so it is going to be really tough, and then we have to

compete in our organisation with other services, they ana out trying to

fund raise, so companies wi 11 say, well we gave to wheelchair V'Bpa.in
and now you want some. We ana the most practical programme, because

i.ue ana actually training people, so they like to give to us, but u.«e

just compete and it is strange, it is real hard.

The state would love to do anything they could for us, and they do

where they can, but they ana being cut drastically, they have got a lot
of programmes to support. It is a sticky situation, time will tell, I

am real confident right now that we can do it, next year and maybe the

yaan after that, I don't know what the overall effect is going to be

<j
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JEs I heard there was a SB"i success rate, that must give you a lot of

weight* Can you tell me more about work experience

I don't know if I made it ^ar-y clear, but all the time we ana looking

for companies to sponsor us for six weeks, to give them experience.

Often that turns into a hire, the company gets to know the employee,

likes them. If they don't get a job at that company, we tell them

that there is no obligation to hire them, but if they don't hire them,

the confidence that the students have gained is amazing, they would not

be as work ready if they just walked out of the classroom, they know

that they can do the work, they have the experience of working in a

shop, they are not frightened any longer, they feel confident. It is

nice to start in a situation where you know you ana not getting paid,

it is just a temporary thing, even if all your worst fears came true,

you found you can't do the work, it is just work experience, not your

first job. The first week is traumatic, and being disabled, some of

the folks here being recently disabled, spinal cord injuries, it is a.
big emotional change they have to go through, and I would say that is
the most exciting part about working here, seeing the people gain

confidence, they can be shaking and nervous about being among so many

d is ah Ied pe o p 1e , ne r vo u s aho u t th e ir o w n alo i Iit ie s to d o any t h ing ,
^~* whether they ana changing career, or for some of them it is their very

first job. It is just incredible to see the difference it makes, and
the fact that it is disabled people working together provides a real

supportive atmosphere. I have seen people come in here with terrible

hang ups over their disataility, and leave without those hang ups, they

see a lot of people ana a lot worse off than you are. Often I have

found, when I wa& growing up in this society, it feels like you ana the

only disabled person. I was literally one of two disabled people in

my high school, it was a huge high school, 7B&& students, every one

else is able bodied, and it has a large effect on that, this place

does. The range of disabilities is incredible.

JEs Do you find there ana more spinal cord injured

fl lot of spinal cord injury, a lot of blind, a lot of deaf. We have a

*.jany good sized deaf population in the E'e.y area, CP, post polio, MS,

just about everything you can think of at one time or another, we even

ha.d a. sick le ce 1 led anaemia, f e I low tha.t we ana rea.I concerned about

because that involves, you have crises, you have to spend time in

^•"^ hospital, you never know how often that is going to happen, and sure
enough with this fellow, it did turn out, three months in the

programme, he would just collapse, have to go to hospital for a u.»eek,

but he ».ua.s brilliant, and even though he missed a lot of time, he was

by far the best student in the class.' He is working for IBM now, IBM

is real good about hiring too, they took Nelson knowing that he would

probably spend a. lot of time in the hospital, time off work, so their

r-asponsa was well, can we set him up with a terminal at home, I thought

that was wonderful, and they have done that

JEs Being able to work at home is a real important step

The computer age has done that. It is all together in a little box

right in front of you, you just have to be able to work a mouthstick or

your nose or whatever, just be able to u.iork those little keys. If

they think speed is going to be a problem, i-^ one of the students is
real slow at typing, things like programming it is all cerebral anyway,

if anything it is good, because those programmers ana the ones that

have to learn the short cuts, those an'a the ones that don't get on the

tube and spend a lot of computer time 'debugging and altering the

programmes, they do it in their heads or on paper beforehand* The

compan ies Iove the d isah 1ed prograx\\mers , they have rea I good work ing

habits. You have the old familiar story that they tend to be more

loyal, stay with the company longer, more of a sense of loyalty once a
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company does hire them, we have just got real good feed back. It has

been real successful, the state has told us that we ana their most

successful in the state, and I think that would also mean we ana one of

the most successful programmes of its kind in the country

JEs Do many other CILs do this

When IBM started our project they started a number of others across the

country, this map points out the locations. The whole group together
is called the flRPDP, Association of Rehabilitation Programmes Data
Processing, and that is the newsletter, one of our ex directors is

working for Kaiser Lumen now, she is putting this thing out so the
articles in there will be about our project, which is nice. The

d i f f e r e n t p r o j e c t s d o it d i f f e r e n 11y.

JEs They ana a. 11 on the East Coast except you

I don't know why, they tried to start one in Lfl, from what I

understand, there is something about this one, ours was the second one

they started, and there is something about it, because IBM has been

trying to figure out why ours is sosuccessfu I, the other ones ana still

x^J if-, existence and doing well, some have come and gone since it was
started, a few of them have collapsed, but there is some combination of

•qualities here that work real well

JEs The 8lfl ana keen to get into computer programming

One of the things that we have been interested here,now we ana too

busy, but trying to think of other occupations that would be a.s suited
for severely disabled people, electronics technicians was one idea, but

that wou Id only work for a para, you have to have good hand

co-ordination- There is bound to be others, I asa sure as jobs ana
becoming more computerised it will happen, there will be a broader-

range, where you don't to do programming or nothing, I hope anyway,

that shou Id happen

•JEs Are there lots of instances where people actually go out and find

jobs themse Ives

Wary frequently, the less involved that I can be in it, the better.

^•^ To put it esoterical ly, if I find someone a job, it is like I am
inflicting my choices, but if they go out and do it on their own, the
significance of that to them is tremendously important. If I find
them a job it is just an extension of something that has been happening
all their lives, lets do this, lets get you into this programme, here's
a. nice job for you. I think that is one of the most important
functions that we can sar^a here, to get them out of that mode. I
insist from the beginning, when I first start working with them, that I
am not going to get them a job, I will help them find their own job.
So what usually happens is.r the work experience is a great way to
start, they ana getting experience, even before they have to look for a
job, experience in a shop, experience talking with managers. They
find out from the company if there is any chance of them getting hired
full time, and if they ana not, there is still that experience of
having dealt with these people, they have got a resumee by this time.
Vary often within a. fe«.u days they will have plans of their own, the
ones that have not got hired by the work experience, that is not always
going to happen. Most often students might ask for a few tips, or a
list of addresses, they will get back to you a week later and they will
have ajoh. If I am real lucky, two thirds of the class will be able
to do that by themselves, those ana pretty secure people. There is
a 1*.uays a fe u.» that, usually don "t have 1anguage sk i lis, commun icaton
skills, don't know how to deal with business people, haven't done it
before, real uncomfortable at it, come across either as too nervous or.,


